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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1937
Clubs Condemn
Court Reform
Of President
Coast Orators
Meet In Oregon
Join In Defense
Of "Defined Liberties"
Republicans, Democrats
Social ,
Justice
By Bernard L. Pearce
Readers1Choice
Conference
Hears Seig,
Fr.Corkery
Father McGoldrick, S. J.,
Speaks Before Meeting
Of Jews and Christians
Free Annual Still Pending
As Snapshots Are Submitted
There Is still time to get those
sn.ips iii for the annual snapshot
contest. According to Margaret
Cuest, many good snaps have been
turned in. and they cover many
phases of student activity
—
ski
snaps, picnics of last summer,
cainpiiiß trips, campus snaps, and
others. Miss Guest says, "They're
all good, and yon too must have
some just as goo d or better.
Hurry J Hurry! Get them in now,
for three of these snaps are going
to win copies of the year book.
Are you holding out one of the
winners? Don't take a chance on
walh'ng.
By the way,according to James
Hurson, business manager, the
circulation staff of the Annual is
"expecting immediate cooperation
from all students who have not
up tn this time paid their sub-
scriptions for the book."
All the members of the staff
join Miss Guest and Mr. Hurson
in asking for pronvpt and whole-
hearted cooperation in the initial
forming of such a new tradition
at Seattle college.
Debate Squad
Enters Tourney
At McMinville
Speakers Leave Tomorrow
For Forensic Gathering
At Linfield College
Select Cast
Tryouts for the production
of "Ceiling Zero" will be held
on Thursday and Friday at
7:30 p. in. in the reading hall
of the College building, $lO-
cording to Adolph Bischoff,
S. J.
Mr. Bischoff says the play,
"(VJlinjc Zero," is an intensely
dramatic story of the lives of
transcontinental uirpilols, and
it includes in its cast sixteen
men and four women.
Chiirle.s Bras, director, an-
nounced yesterday that "Ceil-
lnjt Zero" will be produced
early in April, about six weeks
after rehearsals start. All in.
lun»mfl in drama are urged to
try for parts In this coming
play.
Hurson, McCullough
Seek Student Aid
For Year Book Ads
Peter Discussess
Distributivism
AtSodality MeetS. C. Irishmen, Attention
Hibernians Will Award
Medal to Best Speaker
The Spectator would like (o
know what the readers consid-
er to bo the best in the way of
news articles or departments
OT features in the college pji|H'i
SO we may IwUer satisfy our
customers.
You are requested <o mnke
three choices. Write with ink,
placing the news features or
departments or features that
you like Ih'M in their respective
order. Place your ballot in the
box on the bulletin board.
I
a
«
Your Ndine
Speakers Laud
EarlyJesuits
At Banquet
Father Corkery Urges
Catholic Education
To Combat Communism
Joining the protest against
President Roosevelt's Supreme
Court reformation plans, officer*
of the Seattle College Democratic
and Republican clubs are plan-
ning to memorialize the U. S.
Scantors' from Washington to op-
pose the high court change.
Harold Sloan, president of the
Republican club stated that he
was opposed to stuffing the Su-
preme Court. "It Is our only guar-
antee against all the "isms'."
Bernard Pearee, president of
the Democratic group states that
although he was intensely in sym-
pathy with the efforts of the
President to get through labor and
social legislation he prefers to
see it done by constitutional
change which will lend stability
to the general body of peoples
rights and define more clearly the
full import of social justice. "By
making the court flexible accord-
ing to the will of each succeeding
executive or legislature, the free
dom to exercise the rights them-
selves tend to become flexible and
unstable," said Mr. Pearce-
Other comment on the Presi-
dent's action came from Dan Dale
senior, who said "The Supreme
Court is large enough as it Is. The
Supreme Court is our only guar-
antee against despotism."
A gold medal will be presented
by the Ancient Order of Hiber-
nians to the Seattle college stu-
dent delivering the best address
on the toipic, "Irish Influence in
Continental Europe from the
sixth to twelfth centuries" accord-
ing to .lnrl.it li Lyons, secretary of
the club. The speech is to be
memorized by the contestant and
delivered before the Hibernian
clulb banquet to be held at the
Arctic club on March 17. The
banquet will be attended by the
Most Rev. Gerald Shaughnessy, S.
M. Music for the occasion will
be furnished by the girls' orches-
tra of Marylhurst college, Oswe-
go, Ore.
Rules for the contest will be as
follows: Date and subject as
above. Time allotted to each con-
testant, 15 minutes. Judges will
be announced. Judges' findings
will be final. All competitors'
compositions shall become the
property of spons/tfA,
I \
Opinions expressed by Mr,
Pearce In this column «lo not
necessarily reflect the views
of The Spectator.
When President Roosevelt sent
the startling message on the Ju-
diciary to Congress, proposing a
plan by which the Supreme Court
might, if its old men persisted in
service beyond three score and
ten, be enlarged to fifteen, check-
mating the old and doting judges'
with young and sympathetic jur-
ists, there went up from the na-
tion, recovering from its wild and
turblant national landslide, cries
of "dictator."
From friends of the New Deal
the cry has come with reluctance
and hesitance; hesitance to show
any anti-labor, anti-social tenden-
cies in the face of the impressive
electoral endorsement given the
first president who was doing and
attempting to do so much for the
nation's people.
Shocked — apparently by the
Court, in reality by a Constitution
that does not allow as wide vari-
ance of interpretation the presi-
dent would desire in his social and
labor legislation, there has come
the inevitable conflict
—
the at-
tempt, in spite of the Court, in
spite of the Constitution, to win
the worthy fight.
But friends began to fear. True
the Court
—
-but principally the
Constitution
— was a stumbling
block to gravely necessary legis-
lation
—
was the cause of con-
fusion and disorganization when
the government and labor had to
retreat tinder fire of the judiciary
from positions already established.
Five old men may become in-
efficient, shy of the hard work
■ required of the justices
—
\\nt\( for
service and ready for retirement
at," Chiet 'Jusue"e' tiugiibd' '
gestion, 75 years.
True, too, party considerations,
prejudices may have motivated
some decisions. Above all it Is
true that for the well being of.
forty millions of Americans and
their dependents, drastic social
legislation must be enacted.
But, harking back to the Presi-
dent's statement that he had E-
tablished tools and means of lib-
erty and democracy that would be
dangerous in less sympathetic
hands
— the people recognize that
those kindly hands of Roosevelt
will not always be guiding and
guarding the State and its people. |
Distributivism was the topic
Idiscussed at the last Sodality
meeting by John Peter. Rev.
Martinez, S. J., the formerly fea-
tured speaker, was unable to be
present because of a severe cold.
"Distributivism," Mr. Peter ex-
plained, "is the happy medium
between capitalism and Comun.
ism. With distributivism every
family would own a small amount
of property and each would make
a comfortable living wage. This
doctrine is opposed to large chain
»tore3and other businessses that
weigh heavily on independent
dealers."
Fred Conyne presented a plan
which provided that each member
receive communion once a week
during Lent. Mr. Conyne and Miss
Margaret Peabody will distribute I
cards to all memlbers, who will j
pledge a day on which they will
attend.
Before the meeting was closed,
Rev. Howard Peronteau, S. J.,
gave the rules of fasting for Lent.
Afterwards the Seattle College
Drama-tic guild presented a one-
act pl^y under the direction of
WMliain Thoreson.
Four Gavel club debaters are
leaving tomorrow morning for
McMlnvllle, Oregon, where they
will comipete in the annual Lin-
t'iekl College Invitational Inter-
Collegiate Forensic tournament.
Those making the trip are Helen
MacDonald,Rosanne Flynn.Frank
Hayes, and Angelo Magnauo.
Necessity of immediate coop-
eration of the students in financ-
ing the proposed year book was
stressed by James Hurson and Ed-
win McCullough, business and ad-
vertising managers, respectifely,
of the project, yesterday, as they
issued an appeal for assistance in
'he advertising department.
Proclaiming February as "Ad
Month," McCullough announced
the launching of a drive to speed
the attainment of the advertising
quhta, which has been tentatively
set for $450. In emphasizing the
importance of student assistance
in reaching that goal, McCullough
set forth seven reasons for active
and immediate cooperation. These
arc:
Tony Daigle Begins
NewFeature Column
In This Issue of Paper
Tobin Reports
Homecoming Banquet
Financial Success
" 1. Every student in the school
can get at least one ad, or suggest
Ia place wihere one can be obtained
by another student. Will you do
your part?
2. The success of the annual
rests largely upon the success of
our advertising campaign.
3. The annual is your book, and
Without your loyalty will be a
failure
4. The yearbook is going to be
th;i finest college annual printed,
|{.. iU-B-a-t^JJ^J,gf fxjvr.rt.lRfrr
nttuld be eager to advertise with-
in its pages. Be loyal
—
Boom Ad.
vertising in February.
5. Itis the first annual attempt-
ed in ten years' by the students
upon a large scale and needs the
suipport of every student.
Be Loyal— Secure Ads
6. Success of the annual will be
achieved only after constant ef-
fort on the part of each and every
loyal Seattle college student.
7. The advertising department
of -the annual desires to have ad-
vertising copy furnished by the
end of this month, February 28.
THEREFORE, IMMEDIATE AC.
TION BY ALL 18 IMPERATIVE!
James McGowen added, "I think
it's fine as it stands. Roosevelt
wants too much power."
'
Frank Hayes Gavel Club mem-
ber, held the reformation funda-
mentally wrong. "It is funda-
mentally wrong because he is cre-
ating a dangerous precedent." If
succeeding presidents have the
.scny*. Khimsj nfy.^o/oupvp.lt., it
would not be at all unlikely that
at gome future timb we would
have a Supreme Court larger than
Congress. Because of its peculiar
duties it would then be a men
figurehead. However If the pres-
ent over-aged gentlemen on the
1Bench could be persaaded to re-
tire Ican see nothing wrong In
appointing new men with a more
"enlightened" viewpoint, to fill
the vacancies."
Politically the College students
are predominately Democratic,
voting in a popular poll a few
months ago 90 per cent for Preei-
dent Roosevelt- A similar poll con-
ducted last year before the na-
tional party conventions gave
Roosevelt an 87 per cent majority.
Father Prange, S. J.,
Formerly At College,
Pays Short Visit
At the luncheon meeting of the
i Conference of Christians and Jews
" held at the Meany Hotel,-Tues-
1 day. February 9, the Catholics
wire representedby the Very Rev.
Francis E. Corkery, S. J., presi-
Ident of Seattle College, and the
Jews by Mr. Nathan Echstein, a
prominent civic leader. The sub-
ject assigned lo {he speakers was.
Our Common Problem."
Dr. Seig stressed the principles
lof the good life which are com-
mon to Christian and Jew alike;
.Mr. Eckstein urged mutual co-
operation and tolerance, which
should result from a reilisation
land appreciation of the sincerety
of "the other fellow" in his relig-
ious beliefs.
Communism
—
Common ProWem
Father Corkery proposed Com-
munism as our common problem,
stating that Communism is dia-
metrically opposed to everything
that is Christian, everything that
is Jewish, and everything that is
truly American. In combating this
great threat to our faith and to
our country, Father Corkery
stated that the Christians and |
Jews should stand united, being
motivated by their love of God
and country.
At the dinner meeting of the
Conference, educational social re-
lations were discussed. Some of
the agencies mentioned were the
press, the radio, and civic organi-
zations, and means weresuggested
for their greater effectiveness.
Professor Lauer of the Univer-
sity of Washington led the discus- ,
|sion on the position of education-
al institutions. Hestressed religion
and the advantages religion cours-
11!8 would be to students at the |
JUniversity.
tyiiirntloiml Tufbipwep.., ,
The Rev. J. B. McGoldrick, S.
J., continuing the discussion, re-
Imarked how historically the edu-
cational institutions were used as
■ vehicles for the spread of doc-
trines that led either to peace or to
war, to bigotry and to concepts
of good will and friendship. He
further passed comment on how
nationalism or false patriotism
had its origin not in armies or
victories on battlefields, but in
the teachings of Fichte; not in
sword or steel, but in the halls of
learning in educational institu- j
tions.
Father McGoldrlok conclude.d
by declaring that the school must
be broadminded and honest in its
interpretation of history. It must
teach objective right and wrong,
man's essential equality, and his
right to just treatment. The school
must teach the Fatherhood of God
and the Brotherhood of men.
Robert*Tobin, chairman of the
first annual Homecoming banquet
reports that the committee will
show neither profit nor loss on
the dinner. "The banquet," ex-
plained Mr. Tobin, "was not a
money making proposition as was
the dance."
"A few persons have money or
tickets out yet," said Mr. Tobin
"and they are asked to make final
returns within the next few days,
jas it is imperative that the small
bill remaining at the Hotel be
settled."
"The committee thanks all who
helped make the banquet a suc-
cess— the alumni, students, and
friends of the College. Especially
are the Knights of Columbus
thanked for the generous dona-
tion of the use of their club rooms
and phone facilities for arranging|
reservations."
Dr. Stephen T. Parker
To Address Mendel Club
With this edition of the Spec-
tator, Tony Daigle joins the
ranks of the columnists with a
brand new feature, the "Student
Prints." This column takes the
place of the "First Round-Up," in-
troduced by Jerry Diemert and
continued hitherto in his absence
by Jeanne Testu.
Apropos of the expiring fea-
ture: a great nuiriber of students
have been continually crying out
for a lush "gossip" column in this
paper. Yet the First Round-up-
per, fulfilling the duty in a mild
way, called out for contributions
and met largely with stolid un-
responsiveness. And last week
Jeanne Testu offered the column
to any enterprising young yrag
that could fill one in a merrily
gossipy way. No one stepped for-
ward to fill the bill. The students
want a gossip column, and yet
—
We Spectatorites can't figure ir
out.
And another mystery in con-
nection with the Specator is the
identity of a new feature writer,
Jarleth Bley. Even the most of
the Spectatorites profess not to
know him. Perhaps that explains
why he has been hitherto listed
among the staff as "Judith" Bley.
We can assure you at least that
he's a he.
Constitution Committee,
Meets Thursday Evening
The Constitutional committee
will meet in the school library
Thursday evening. February 18 at
7:00 p. ni., according to Bernard
Pearce, chairman. Members in-
clude Maurice O'Brien, William
Marx, John Peter, Helen MacD-
onald, Jean Coleman, Jeanne Tes-
m, Frank Hayes, Frank Deacy,
Ernest Tardiff, Robert Smith.
Kugene Maruca, Angelo Magnano,
and William Miller.
Having discussed" the constitu-
tion at former meetings, the com-
mittee is prepared to draw a ten-
tative draft of the new document.
Various student governments have
been studied in the preparation
of the new constitution.
Dr. Stephen T. Parker, Seattle
skin specialist, will give a talk
before the Mendel club on Thurs-
day evening, Februar 18. The
topic of his discussion will be
"Diseases of the Skin."
The Mendel club banquet un-
der the direction of Stella Bus-
truck and Ernest Tardiff, co-
chairmen, has been postponed to
the end of the present quarter or
beginning of the next due to Lent.
Burning Debate Question
Smoulders Three Weeks;
Will Flare Tomrrow
Judge Charles P. Moriarty, ad-
dressing two hundred alumni and
the students of College, Febru-
ary 7 at the first annual Home-
coming Banquet in the Windsor
room of the New Washington
j hotel, paia reverent tribute to
! the memory of the pioneer Jesuit
educators of Seattle who laid the
■To4iitila^fnrl-oi-SctrrtfeH?oIleg« ior- ]
ty-five years ago. "Everything!
that Ihave belongs to those men
and to the Society of Jesus which
! lias niven so much to the men,
and now to the women of the
country,' said Judge Moriarty.
Introduced as the principle speak-
er by George R. Stuntz, toastmas-
ter, Judge Moriarty recounted his
experiences as a student at the j
College twenty-five years ago,
and later as coach of the Seattle
jcollege football team, which in
iliilfi. in its first meeting with.
!another college beat the St. Mar- j
tin's eleven at Lacey, 7 to 6.
First College Graduate
The Right H<> v. Monsignor ;
Theodore M. Ryan, pastor of the t
church of the Immacula-te Con- j
ceptlon, was introduced as the|
first graduate of the College. The]
Rev. John A. Concannon, S. J.,
the only other surviving member
of the class, is pastor of the St. I
Stanislaus church in Lewiston,|
Idaho, and was unable to attend.
Monsignor Ryan and Father Con-
cannon graduated in 1909.
r Representing the Seattle college |
of today, the Rev. Francis E. ',
Corkery, S. J., president, told the !
aliimill of the renaissance that,
has talien place at Seattle collage
in the last five years. He ex-
pressed the hope that the In-
creased enrollment from seventy-
five to six hundred and fifty over
'
those years would be continued
by ;i spirit of cooperation between
the alumni and the College.
f'lirlstlunit) ">■' < 'oiiiiiiiiiiisni
"The conditions of the world
at the present time shows that it!
must choose between Christianity
or Communism," said Father
Uorkery. "it is our task to see
thai it choose Christianity. We
can do this greatest service to our
country, to patriotism, and to j
Cod. by recruiting more studenlM
itnolle education, which must
stand on its own feet as an apostle
Of Christ."
Others at the speakers' table
were the Rev. James B. McOold-
rick, 8. J., deaii of the College,
Who reported to tha alumni the
record of scholastic standards and
achievement and Robert L. Smith,
I,resident of the Associated Stu-
dents of Buttle college, who rep-
resented the present group in the
College. The Rev. William O'Neil,
pastor of St. .lames' Cathedral,
Di- Charles Shannon, Anthony C.
Klotz, president of the Alumni
association, and the Itev. Ray-
mond .\icholn, S J., chaplain,
ueie among the other distill-
gUisMd alumni gathering for the
first Homecoming reunion.
This is the first time that the
.' College has been represented in
this particular affair. However,
last year a team from here en-
tered a similar tournament at
Gonzaga university in Spokane,
receiving the highest score of all
participants.
The tournament opens Thurs-
day afternoon and
r
will continue
through Saturday.* Besides de-
bating, competition includes ora-
tory and extempore speaking; all
of which will be entered by the
College representatives.
In ,the debat« division Miss
Flynn and Miss MacDonald will
. rorm one team, and Hayes and
I Magnano will constitute another
team. They will be required to
argue alternately both sides of
the question, "Resolved: That
" Congress Should Be Empowered
to Regulate Hours and Wages of
Industry."
In oratory the entrant Is al-
lowed to choose his own subject.
[Entered in this division will be**WftETr,vmj dneh Arteg"'MrtrT>oißcAi: " <■■
Misa Flynn and Hayes are en-
tering the extempore speaking
Icontest. Subjects for these talks
will be taken from the last four
weeks' edtion of Time, News
Weekly, and Literary Digest.
Wednesday of last week four
debates were held with Seattle
Pacific college, in which Jeanne
!Testu, Rosanne Flynn, Angelo
Alagnano, Robert O'Gorman, John
Peter, Frank Hayes, Stephen Lid-
dane, and Helen MacDonald par-
ticipated. Thursday night four
of this group gave a demonstra-
lion debate before the Sacred
■ ileait parish Holy Name society.
February 26 a debate will be
;held with the University of Wasli-
! iiiMton. Only freshmen will par-
iloipate.
Debaters Entertain
Holy Name Society
At Sacred Heart
Pom- members of the Gavel
club presented an exhibition de-
|bate before the monthly meeting
Of t lie Holy Name society of Sac-
red Heartparish, Thursday night,
;February 11. The question dis-
cssed was, 'Resolved that Con-
!gress be empowered to enact leg-
:islation regarding minimum wages
and maximum hours." The af-
firmative was upheld by Miss
'. Helen MacDonald and Miss Ro-
siinue Flynn, whereas Mr. Angelo
MagnatlO and Mr. Robert O'Oor-
mini argued the negative side.All
the speakers werenew to the audi-
ence excepting Mr. Magnano, who
spoke before the same gathering
i ytmv ago with tlie debate club.
Though ;i formal decision ol
the winner was not made, the nf-
liniiiilivf ruled a slight favorite
in a popular vote of the audience.
in the business meeting which
followed tlie debate two Seattle
college men Were Heeled to of.
tices in ilie Holy Name society.
Mr. Bernard Pearce wai made
vice-president, and Mr. Raphael
Dafgle received the position of
treasure]-. The society, over ac-
tive in parish functions, looks
forward t<> toother year of pro-
gress under ili<> new set of offi-
cers. Mr. James Itolimer, alum
DUI Of Seattle l'rep, was elected
president, and Mr. Clarence Ochi-
trel re-elnoted to the office of see-
it-tiiiy. The (!uvel club was sin-
cerely thanked for the educational
-hi" -i"taimnent afforded, and hope
was txprMHd that the near fa-
tun- would bring more of the tal-
ent which they liave displayed in
Hit- past.
Pack the Court to allow a fa-
vorable decision on present legis-
lation
— and when the pendulum
of reaction swings back on its in-
exorable course, the court will
again bow before the legislative
or executive machinery, now for
cvil
—
not for good.
Had public sanction in the fam-
ous Oregon School Bill case al-
lowed the pesident or legislature
to pack the court at will, there
might now be no Catholic schools
in America.** No— do not violate the prestine
form and spirit of the court. Re-
quire retirement at 70, or when
lethargy and senility overcome the
minds of our judges and preserve
the present from the rule of the
past generations. Yes, emphati-
cally.
But Mr. Roosevelt— give us a
Constitutional amendment that w
('austitulionul amendment that
will assure in black and white
—
not in the will of an unknown fu-
ture executive
— the text of our
rights and liberties. Define the
rights of labor
— the ideals of so-
cial justice, the goal and social se-
curity in Constitutional amend-
ments that can be safeguarded by
an independent inviolate Court.
rather than ill defined recrees
winked at by subservient justices
who will last but till the tide
turns.
Homecoming Dance Nets
Sixty-five Dollars
The Rev. John Prange, S. J.,
paid a Hying visit to Seattle col-
lege, Tuesday, and renewed many
old acquaintances. Father Prange
was Physfcs instructor at the
College last year and Moderator of
the girls Sodality. He was also
very active in promoting the
growth of the registration at the
Co lege.
Father l'range is the head of the
Holy Family Mission in Montana.
He has charge of two thousand
indians of the ISlacktoot tribe. He
is aided l>y one other priest, two
.scholastics and seven sisters. He
is his own postmaster, and de-
clares that he looks forward to
each new issue of the Spectator
with great anticipation.
In answer to a number of ques-
tions Father revealed that the
weather In Montana is rather cold
Father Prange will be in Se-
attle until tomorrow,and promises
to write a letter to the Sodalists
for the Sodality meeting next Mon-
day.
twenty-two below zero; that
snow drifts reach a, height of six-
ty feet, and he exemplified this
.statement with a snapshot of him-
self standing with his hands on
the top of a telephone pole buried
in twenty-five feet of snow.
Archie Richardson's
Publicity Scrap Books
Tell Homecoming Story
Homecoming Publicity
Archie J. Richardson, alumni
director of the first annual Home-
coming publicity drive, is proudly
displaying a publicity scrap book
containing the news and photos
of tlin Homecoming. One of ten
l)ig volumes filled with ten years
of publicity for numerous church
and state organizations, the new
book is a complete record of the
publicity received through the
various Catholic, metropolitan,
and community newspapers in Se-
attle.
Mr. Richardson iius bandied
publicity for the Northwest Cath-
olic Library association, the Cath-
Dlic Students Mission Crusade, the
Washington Emergency ltelief,
tin- state Department <>f Health,
the Seattle college alumni asso-
c'alioii, and many oilier groups.
Organizing work and publicity are
more than an avocation or hobby,
th.-y are a vocation and career for
■chardaon, who, in the words of
the press says, "Seattle college is
a natural!"
The Seattle College Home.
Mining publicity inthree weeks
betted rifty articles with sev-
enteen photos in the secular
and Catholic press of Seattle.
These fifty articles totaled 458
Inches, or the equivalent of
18,740 words of news publiciz-
liik the bifWKt Catholic college
in the Northwest.
Provincial Arrives
Lent Sees FortuneGoUpInSmoke
AndStudentMoves AboutIn 'Stoopor'
Speaking of Lenten sacrifices, ;
a lot of our college men this sea-
son have allowed a hundred thous-
and dollars to go up in smoke—
In cigarette smoke.
As the readers know, a certain
cigarette manufacturer is offer- j
ing that staggering sum as grandl
prize in a national contest, And
three enupty packages must be
sent in each week to keep thp
contestant in the running.
All of which brings us around
to a certain young collegian to be
seen walking the streets these 1
days with an everJbowed head.
Surely an edifying picture of pray-
erful Lenten abjectness. Lo! of
a sudden we behold him bowing
down to the very ground, some-
times in the middleof the street!
Occasionally even, he delves into
alley cans, presumably to be-
sprinK!"■ himself with Lenten;
ashes.
But hold! We follow him more
closely about in deep curiosity.
We come upon him as he straight-
ens up from one of those inter-
mittent prostrations, face aglow
with sudden ecstasy. He waves
a hand on high ... he clutches
something in it... we peer more
closely. It is
—
an empty cigar-
ette package!
Alas! W(> must now confess
that we have not been looking on
unmitigated spiritual concentra-
tion. It now comes out that the
said abject has audaciously en-
tered the aforementioned contest,
having already heroically for-
sworn cigarettes for Lent. And
he bet a fellow collegian he could
pick up the three required pack-
ages each week upon the earth's
broad bosom without resorting
to personal solicitation.
A hopeless smoke-dream? Poor
Rtllow, we shall see.
The Very Key. Walter Fitz-
gerald) S. .1., provincial su.
peiior of Oregon Jesuits, ar.
lived Monday evening for a
ten-day visit. While in Seattle
lie will iiiNpect the work of Se-
attle college and Seattle Prep.
"That the keeping of diarjes
should be discouraged" is a burn-
ing question that has been hang-
Ing fire for three whole weeks,
as two regular meetings of the
(Javel club were postponed, the
one because of Homecoming ac-
tivities, the other because of the
society's meet last Wednesday
with Seattle Pacific college.
Tomorrow night comes a regu-
lar meeting once more when the
burning question will at last burst
into flame. Upholding the affir-
mutive will be Helen MacDonald
and Kiniin"!i Buckley, while
Jeanne Testu and Eugene Maruca
defend the traditional diary keep-
ing.
Approximately $65 was realized
us proceeds from the Homecoming
Informal, According to Helen Mac-
Donald and Herbert Conyne, co-
rhairman of the seasonal affair.
Several dollars are yet to be
turned in frojn ticket sales; the
committee urges that these re-
turns be made as soon as possible.
"We of the informal commit-
tee,' said Herbert Conyne, chair-
man, "wish to extend our hearti-
est thanks to all the students and
uluinnl who co-operated to make
the dante a success."
SPECTAATOR College ConsciousMake Seattle
Something In The Air
"Ceiling Zero," a drama of the airways, has been chosen
as the next production at Santa Clara U.
Evidently we're not the only ones getting the air. (Ed.
note: Only theirs is coid).* ♥ *
Swing It
A gentleman was recently chosen prom "queen" at Mich-
gan U., having been selected from a group of women con-
testants.
Imagine our own Joe Legrand as "Queen" of the Spring
Informal. * * *
Syllogism For Mid-Quarters
All things in the world are passing,
But Iam in the world;
Therefore Iam passing.—
(If only we could believe it).— St. Joseph's College.* * #
Men or Mice?
Other colleges boast of their ROTC's (Reserve Officers
Training Corps).
But Seattle college also has cause to rave?— we have our
oneand only Rural Academy of TerpsichoreanSwing (RATS).* * *
Oddities in the News:
Some of the unusual names of Northwestern university
students tend to be alcoholic. There are a couple of Beers, a
Booz, a Beerman, a Bender, and a Bock— not to mention six
Steins. Some of the non-alcoholic names are: Pond, Pool,
Brook, Lake, and Rainwater. There is a sophomore who is
a Frosh,a lawyer who is a Heckler, and two dentists named
Toothaker and Jirka.— Mt. Angel College.* * ♥
Epithet
Here lies the remains
Of Oscar McGerbage,
He thought the train whistled
Just to keep up its courage.* * *
A Slice Of Life
College-bred refers to something which requires a great
amount of dough, is seldom self-raising, and usually proves
to be nothing more or less than a four year loaf.
A Statement
Recently, a member of the Spectator staff appealed to
the student body for greater active support of the college
paper. At that time it was pointed out that necessary en-
largement of the Spectator had entailed increased expense.
The larger Spectator provides fuller coverage of all college
activities, but it likewise demands greater co-operation in
order to guarantee its continuance.
As a forward step towards advertising Seattle college, the
Epectator has increased its circulation to 1500 copies. Each
issue is distributed to all registered students, as well as to
alumni, graduatingclasses of five high schools,and to some
fifty or sixty colleges throughout the country.
The Spectator has met witfian encouraging reception from
the many to whom it has helped introduce Seattle college.
But there has been an apparent lack of student co-operation
in helping to edit and finance the paper.
Repeated invitations encouraging all interested students
to try for a position on The Spectator staff have met with
a response that is, to say the least, disheartening to those
who look to new students to carry on the fine tradition of
the college paper.
Those who have loyally and generously worked to estab-
lish The Spectator in the front rank of College publications
deserve credit and co-operation. And Ishould like to say
here— since the editor of The Spectator may not censor this
"—that it has been a privilege to work as adviser with a
groupas fine as this and last year's staff. Led by two of the
finest editors a papercould haye
— last year,by Robert Smith;
this yearly IJerpard ,Pearce,— a, small ,»ro«p of collegians
has sacrificed time and energy to make The Spectator suc-
ceed.
But the College has passed the stage where a few gener-
ous students can cope with all the problems of all college
activities. For the greatest success of every activity it is
now necessary that every student share in some way the
responsibility and work connected with activities such as the
publication of The Spectator.
At present the greatest need is for an advertising staff
to guarantee the continuance of the paper. If this student
support is not forthcoming within the next two weeks it will
be absolutely necessary to suspend publication,at least until
such time as students prove by their active support that
they really want a student publication.
The Spectator has been necessarily enlarged, but is now
too large to be financed by the efforts of two or three stu-
dents. Here is a challenge to every S. C. student: it is up
to YOU to help
—
by applying for a position as a writer or by
getting advertising— continue a paper that brings an esti-
mated $11,500 worth of advertising to your College.
ADOLPH BISCHOFF, S. J.
'
with their own personal opinions-
about the play, either that they
enjoy the play, in its entirety,
f the work of some one or two of" the cast and perhaps even a few'
pleasant remarks about the set-
" tings, and that is as far as it
1 goes. What they do not realize is" the hours of work that have been
1 put in by the dbsl in rehearsal.
" striving for a smooth performance,
r nd by the technicalstaff who have
1 spent days and many times nights'
working on the sets, properties
! and furnishings.
Review of Production Staff
I would like to give my readers
" an inside view of the extensive'
preparations required for a pro-
i duction before it is ready for the
"|public. In view of the fact that
i;"Ceiling Zero" is the current of-
fering 'I will take you on an
Iimaginary tour of the various
,;departments as they are at work.'
jFirst, let us take a look at the|
work of the scene designers andI
their problem. First of all the set
must be designed and to do that
the artists have to do an enorm-
ous amount of research to get a
technically perfect setting. After
the set has been drawn to scale,
a model is made and from this
the stage carpenters build the
Iactual flats and set pieces which
jare used in the play. After the
Iraw flats are built they have to'be painted and decorated, To the
|casual reader that doesn't sound
j like very much work, but if one
were to try his hand at it he
would soon see what an undertak-
ing it is.
Visit Rehearsals
Secondly we shall stop at a
first rehearsal. The cast is
grouped around the director who
is listening to the actors reading
their parts. From time to time
they are interrupted by him and
given some correction on inter-
pretation or mood. The play is
read completely, then they are
told of how hard they are going i
to have to slave, and that is the
word SLAVE. Then they are given
instructions to have their memory
letter perfect for the third re-
hearsal. And they do it too. Thfjn
afHer the*hi«l w«w£ a**-'An»r&»Hj:|-
got the complete play memory
perfect, the cast is moved to the
stage and here they get down to
some real strenuous rehearsal,
paying especial attention to
moods, tempos, pictures, climaxes
.and ante-climaxes, voice work,
and prop rehearsals. Then comes
the dress rehearsal which gives
the director a finished picture of
what he has done with the ma-
terial he has had to work with
;and it gives the cast a chance to
find the rough edges which must
be ironed out before the opening
night.
Press Representatives
Thirdly we will glance at the
work of the publicity staff. Upon
this group falls perhaps one of
the most important responsibili-
lites for the financial success of
the production. Publicity cam-
paigns must be planned and exe-
cuted. Newspapers must be con-
tacted, stories and pictures insert-
ed. Then teasers must be planned
and arranged for the various
A number of people have asked
me recently, "What Is Histology?"
To answer these questions Iwill
te!l you something about this in-
teresting science. It is defined as
the science of animal and veget-
able tissues. However, the pres-
ent course at Seattle college deals
only with tissues of the human
body, leaving the study of the
rest to the more profound stu-
dents.
We can also divide the subject
up into various classes according
to the way we attack the subject.
Topogra/phlcal histology regards
'he tissues as part of organs or
ystems; normal histology studies
normal or healthy tissue, as op-
posed to pathological histology,
which deals with diseased tissues.
Our present course also limits it-
self to normal tissue.
First Histologist
Marie Francois Xavier Bichat
(1771-1802) is generally credited
.vith the foundationof the science
of histology. With progress In the
levelopment of the microscope
the science has progressed with
the aid of Schleiden, Schwann,
vluller, Virchow, Von Reckling-
lausen, Cohntfeim, and many
others, until today it is very exact
Imd definite.
In order to study the tissues
forrectly we must have powerful
microscopes which will magnify as
much as 1250 times, a microtome
which cuts slices of tissues so thin
that they are transparent, and in
order to make them plainly vis-
ible, also takes various highly
tenacious dyes and stains.
IPour Tissue Gronps
It has been found that all struc-i
tures, no matter how complex, are
composed of cells, and byj virtue
of this fact all the tissues-.of the
bod? are' divided' ffiio four' groups:
(1) Epithelium, the material cov-
ering the surface and lining the
cavities; (2) nervous tissues, pro-
ducing and carrying nervous im-
pulses, thirty-one mnScles which
produce motion In the tody; (4) |
glandular tissue, which performs
various functions, and (6) sup-
porting tissues, the functions of
which are supplied by the mane,
holding various parts together
and in place. All these have their
numerous subdivisions, whlchl
need not be mentioned here. After
taking the coarse, a student
should be able to recognize, de-
scribe, and differentiate any hu-
man tissue.
An interesting sidelight is one
of the methods used in studying
and lecturing. Illustrative and
diagrammatic picrtires are pro-
jected on the wall of the biology
laboratory by a special projection
machine, so that the whole class
can examine the subject under
conditions similar to microscope
work, while Dr. Lindsey, the pro-
fessor, ex-plains and asks ques-
tions.(Continued on page 4)
imminent ethicians may dis-
tinguish and authorities debate
ad infinitum before pronouncing
ni>i)ii the morality of current prob-
lems hut the "Catholic- Worker,"
monthly publication of a group of
New York social workers, is usu-
ally first to reveal to an anxious
world the Catholic doctrine con-
cerning such questions. With
scarcely an admission of a sens-
ible adversary it proclaims the
mortality of the sit-down strike,
upholds the demand of a group of
General Motors employees for a
single bargaining agency, rebukes
non-union workers and declares
their rights forfeited, advocates
the closed shop, declares company
unions immoral, denies the possi-
bility of a just war, refuses ae-
s'stance in the carrying out of
any war. and finally disapproves
of R. O. T. C training and pre-
paredness in general. And all in
one issue!
(iood Theory
As the personal opinions of
IDorothy Day or some co-editor ol!
the journal, such statements are
indeed interesting and well worth
1 the cent required for purchase.
Nearly every article, though un-
signed, is an editorial, thereby
making the paper itself respons-
ible for the views expressed. In
:is much as we all subscribe to
! the theory of free speech the edi-
tors are well within their rights j
in advocating most anything they'
j wish.
Hut to represent these opinionsI
as Catholic doctrine puts the pub-
|lication in an entirely new posi-
tion. That the "Catholic Worker'
claims to enunciate .such truths
cannot he denied. If the doctrine:
I it defends are not supposedly
ICatholic, they have no right what-
i ever to use the word in their
I masthead.
Defined Doctrine?
Do these articles embody Catho-
lic doctrine? It is at least pos-
sible to hold contrary opinions
and remain a Catholic in good
standing- To be a Catholic does
not necessarily mean that a man
|cannot advocate an open shop for
Ilabor or favor military prepared-
Iness. A closed shop may or may. not be ethical but even supposing
|it is roor<aJJ,y_1tenable, it is.stjll a
matter of opinion as to whether
it is the correct solution to our
economic ills.
As for the "Worker's" defense
of the sit-down technique, such a
stand is at least debateable. Yet,
to read the article one gets no
Isuch impression. To hold that I
company unions are immoral is a
position that is hardly conceiv-
able. True, company unions may
be ineffective, but from what
principle does it follow that they
iare immoral? As for the possi-
bility of a just war, it is at least
possible to imagine a situation
wherein one country might take
advantage of a weaker people in
order to gain some desired terri-
tory. Such a situation is not with-
out a parallel in history. And the
defensive nation would certainly
be participating in what was for
them a just conflict.
It is the boldness and lack of
authority with which the "Work-
er" declares such theories to oe
Catholic doctrine that infuriates
t lie great majority of Catholics I
and embitters them towards an
organization that is working for
a truly laudable cause— that of
The Double Stem Turn
Is Week's Ski Lesson Topic
(Continued on page 4)
By Phil Hargreaves
Alummtems
By Archie J. Richardson
Book
Reviews
By Agnes Valiquette
By Tony Dnigle
Figure it out for yourself
—
and due apologies to Rudolph
Friml for the distortion of the
name. According to the first def-
inition "student prints" means
prints, or pictures of certain stu-
dents. Then does the title con-
vey a tinge of royalty? In a way,
yes. A prince. In colloquial lan-
gunge, is a fine fellow. Now since
ihe Student Prints has to do with
fine fellows we can sum it all up
iv this short sentence: The stu-
dent prints prints of princes.
Globe-trotter
And so for the first prince of
the week— ladies and gentlemen—
introducing that semi-globe-
trotter, that man who has been
places and seen and done things,
I that accumulator of acknowledged
!accomplishments, whose modesty
alone keeps him out of the lime-
light, that masterful managing
man behind the scenes— Tom
Cunningham.
When Iasked Toiii to give
me a little information about
I himself, his travels, and his ac-
complishments, he responded
with a list w hie h, to print,
would almost require an extra
edition of the Specator. Born
in Billings, Mont., To m lias
covered ground to the cast and
west, to the north and south,
to England and Ireland,and on
and on.
His schooling has been mostly
in the United States, where he has
attended several colleges and uni-
versities before coming to our
own Seattle college.
An Athlete
The big gray and black ND on
his sweater speaks for his basket-
ball and track competition at
North Dakota university. He also
earned letters in basketball, foot-
ball and track in high school com-
petition and managed track in his
senior year.
But Tom is In his glory when
|directing (from behind the scenes)
entertainment features. At North
IDakota he managed the beat pro-
i grams, musical and otherwise,
|which were put on in that school,
many of which were broadcast
over the radio. And Imust not
omit 'the1 fact that "his 'own vslce
has graced the air waves. And
in 1934 the three most successful
floats in the Homecoming parade
it that university were managed
by Mr. Cunningham. More power
i to you Tom, and we hope yon
make some jft that type of history
at Seattle college.
Clare Costello
All of which brings us to our
second prince of the week
—
Clare
George Costello. Many of yon
know this handsome blue-eyed
"hap— if not by name, at least by
sight. He is the oldest of five
children in his family, having
hree sisters and a brother young-
nr than himself. Clare is a home-
town boy who has lived in Seattle
all his life and is content to re-
main here. He is Inhis third year
at Seattle college and is a gradu-
ate of Seattle Prep in the class of
1934.
Strangely enough the, grue-
some instinct seems to be inborn
in this fntr complextoned and
kindly-faced lad. First he in-
forms me that heis taking apre-
niedlcs course and follows itup
With "I am a fii-s-t-cla.ss butcher
by trade."
Athlete Too
For diversion Clare prefers the
outdoor life. Not that he shuns
lancing and parties, but swim-
ming, hiking, and camping are his
idea of life. In particular he
likes to straddle a fast horse and
gallop over the hills and through
the woods, particularly around
Lake Wilderness. Thus endeth
the exposition of the inward life
of another fine Seattle college
prince. Now don't crowd, girls.
Clare says he isn't going to get
myrled for three or four years—
and besides he's got a girl.
And with that it's Aufwieder-
sehen
—
till we meet again In the
next issue of the Spectator with
more snatches
— more glamour— ■
more student prints.
About Cannibals...
AndMen Without Souls ...
l»
-
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By Jarleth Bley
Monsignor Sheen touched very vividly upon the intrinsic horror
of modern materialism, when he remarked how fitting a symbol to
their movement is that significant object of near-worshfp among the
Communists
—
the dead body of Lenin, the soul-less corpse at the
head of the table. Indeed, a fit symbol, a very fetish, for the world-
wide brood of pompous materialists.
Yes, it is a horrible thought that we live in an age when tedious
professors are arguing themselves and all humanity out of intellect
and free will, out of that which alone constitutes human dignity, the
hasis for all human rights. Certainly it has been very saddening to
me personally to see young fellows fresh out of high school, and just
coming into the glorious, even if exaggered, spiritualism of youth,
hustled off to a university to learn that they are so many parcels
ot' reflexes, to be told that they are bodies without souls.
llevnviorist Still Round by Christian Tradition
It was rather coincidental that directly from Just such reflections
I should come upon a passage in Chesterton's "The Thing" singularly
pertinent to their theme. The substance of his remarks was that how-
evermuch the modern world may repudiate Christianity, it is never-
theless still well bound by wholesome Christian traditions— preju-
dices, if you like.
For striking instance he noted that cannibalism strangely, or at
least inconsistently, continues to be a rather distasteful institution
even to our highly enlightened behavoirist, and to others holding to
the essentially animalistic nature of man as divorced from spiritual
dignity. But my dear professors! What rational objection can you
have to some choice cuts of the human body; what reason have you
to suppose that human meat doesn't taste quite as good as that of
our somewhat distant relative, the pig? Are you not forced to admit
that you are responding to a traditional Christian prejudice, a super-
stition originally linked up with human rights and human dignity
that might well have been passe with the Dark Ages? According to
your alleged lights, a cannibal differs from you only inasmuch as he
has a more resolute defiance than yours of popular superstition I
Swift ProposesSlaughter Of Irish Children.
At this point, of course, departing from these wildly sane Chester-
tonian speculations, the readers will bethink themselves of Swift's
masterpiece of wonderful, horrible irony, a "Modern Proposal." In
this essay, that strange dual personification of fierce misanthropeand
equally fierce humanitarian, hits at the wretched condition of the
Irish of his time and the corresponding callousness of the English.
In the guise of an ingenuous Irishman, he proposes that children
of the Irish poor be slaughtered off at a certain age, thereby, among
other advantages, relieving the social problem of State and parental
care of them, and at the same time providing a new delicacy for
the tables of English epicures.
Would Not This Kssay Be Pertinent Today?
Of this essay wlil they bethink themselves, and speculate
whether with slight alteration, such a piece might not appear today
with an even more penetratingly ironic application. In other words,
couldn't it almost appropriately be yet styled a Modern Proposal?
A comforting thought, perhaps, that this materialistic world does
yet adhere to wholesome. Christian tradition, that it yet does out of
prejudice what it could not consistently do out of reason. But a
horrible speculation, indeed, what eventual possibilities may be the
outgrowth of present thought
— or the lack of it. What may here
seem a mere reducMo ad absurdum might, in a way,yet prove grimly
prophetic.
In serious vein—
Monsignor Ryan, member of the first college graduation class of
'09. proudly proclaiming at the banquet- -Seattle College overshadows
every Catholic college in the Northwest.
Father O'Neil, recalling that a little healthy competition between
ODea and Seattle Prep will build a greater Seattle college, pointed
out that ODea contributes as mtany high school graduates as Seattle
Prep to Seattle college
— his parting sally was that he was proud to
have attended the college that has already arrived
—
the greater Se-
attle college.
Judge Morlarty, first football coach of Seattle college, back in the
days of '15, revealed at the Homecoming banquet
—
that he was bap-
tized in the old college chapel, later he attended old Seattle college,
or, in his own words
—
"my baptismal certificate, my graduation
diploma give proof that my birth, my education and everything I
have and hope to be belong to the inspiration of those Gentlemen of
Ignatius— -the Jesuits.
Keeper! of the Tradition introduced at the banquet included
—
Ed
Coin with the longest years of association at Seattle college-Bert
Priokett boasting about Seattle college's twenty-two straight base-
ball victories
—
John Sparky dill raving about the good old days from
'08 to '13— Mike McDonough going him one better, bragging about
ye reale goods ulde days of '92 and '93.
In Ughfe'i- vein
—
George MeAteer whenhe beard a&oul the upon house and recep-
tion, remarked— 'Imagine the boys of '15 and 'io pouring tea."
Bernard Monohan, daring nominations for Tipe»peealdent, suj?.
geated
—
"let's elect a <<m'<l tor vice-president."
Sieve. Cain slipped in his address ut (lie bleakrust, statins
—
"at
the county jail when I happened to be there."
]n lesser vein
—
With all these Seattle college cognomena going the rounds:
John Murphy wants to know what type of figerhead faithful alumni
ere going to install on the radiator of their next season's bumble bug.— an Indian head, flying boat, Moscow flag, or Just a plain cookie?
"The Flame,'1 by .Tanette Eaton
(Harpers. 1931).
This book has been rightly
called "The Flame." It is the
story of one of the greatest women
saints of all ages
—
Saint Cather-
ine of Sienna. Her love for Christ
and His Church, which consumed
her every thought and action, was
responsible for Its final re-estab-
lishment in the Papal city of
Rome. Miss Eaton gives us the
touching, useful ,and all-absorb-
ing account of Saint Catherine In
a style which is easily read and
enjoyed because of itself as well
as the lift it portrays.
Throughout the book we see the
striking contrast of the worldli-
ness of the period of the renais-
sance with the austerity, holiness,
and piety of the greatest soul of
the age. Because of these rea-
sons the book should be in every
Catholic home and read by every-
one as an aid in furthering bin
spiritual life. Though by birth
■ha belongs to Sienna, by her pa-
triotism to Italy, and by her re-
ligion to fhe Catholic Church,
Catherine Benincara belongs by
her great revelation of Divine
Love to all humanity.
Calendar
"Ceiling Zero" tryouts Feb.
18-19, 7:30 p. in.
Dr. Stephen Parker speaks
Pel). 18, 8:00 p. m.
Constitution committee meets
Feb. 18, 7:00 p. m.
Gavel Club meets Feb. 18, 7:30
p. in.
Sodality meets Feb. 22, 8:00
p. m.
Drama Guild meets Feb. 25,
8:00 p. in.
Is bent slightly forward, the arms
are relaxing in front of the body.
This maneuver should be prac-
ticed by the novice until he can
do it with confidence down a
moderate slope before starting on
the double stem turn.
The double stem turn is accom-
plished from the snowplow posi-
tion by putting the weight on the
outer ski of the turn and twist-
ing the body around principally by
means of the hips which are
swung directly over the outer ski.
From the finish of this turn one
can swing directly into one in the
opposite direction producing the
linked S turns so useful in tour-
Ing In a continuous descent down
a steep hill.
The single stein turn is per-
formed from the straight running
position by forcing one ski out as
in the stemming of the traverse,
and then shifting the weight to it
as in the double stem turn.
The lifted stem turn is the sin-
gle stem turn hurriedly complet-
ed by lifting the inside ski paral-
lel and ahead as is done at the
finish of the single and double
stem. In the double lifted stem
the outer ski is lifted out into
position and the Inner ski lifted
parallel to It at the finish of the
turn.
The Double Stem position,
otherwise known as the snow-plow
position, is a means of slowing
and stopping. The stem turns,
done from this essential position
are intrinsically slow turns. Tlie
wide position of the feet, the nat-
ural control of balance and speed
resulting from the use of this
techniqe combine in the produc-
tion of steadiness, control, confi-
dence 00 nearly all types of
ground.
The stemming of one foot em--
ployed where neeesssary to slow
speed while traversing down a
hill Is effected by thrusting the
downhill ski out at an angle to
the line of motion, and so with
points of the skis together, heels
apart, lower ski edged,' the weight
is put on this downhill ski In
proportion to the braking power
desired. The edging of the ski is
achieved here, as in all other
turns, by pushing the knee in-
ward, which, when on a traverse,
is always aided by turning tho
shoulders toward the elope.
The double stem is the slnglo
stem done with each foot when
going straight down a slope. The
heels are forced out, tips close
together, skis edged by knocking
knees as much as possible for|
greater braking surface. The body
2
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Student
Prints
Footlites and Highlites
By William Thoreson
THE SPECTATOR
Few people outside the prama (Juild realize the magnitude of the
tusk set before the production staff for the forthcoming production
:>f Frank Weade's. '■Ceiling Zero." Ninety per cent of the student
body and friends who attend the plays given by the Drama Guild
sit through the play and when tlie curtain is rung down on the last
act they leave the auditorium*
By Janet Granger
Entre "News'
Wednesday, February 17, 1937
By Jack Archibald
Science
Of the Times
Histology
SCHOOL SUPPLIES ART MATERIALS
1515 2nd Avenue Between Pike and Pine
More Students Join In Snow Sports
College Squad Turns South
On Four Game Wind-up Series
Off the
Backboard
By Ed Donohoe
Skis Tried
ByNovices
OnWeek End
Seattle college shows signs of
the ski fever with a number of
students trying the sport for the
first time and many others who
have declared their intention of
doing so. Sunday saw Janet
Granger, Jean Collman, and Jim
Thompson in the hills for the
first time, along with eig^ht other
students of the College.
Raster At Paradise
A fine day with a good deal of
warm sunshine brought the moun-
tains into relief and mode prac-
tice and tours comfortable after
the low temperatures of the past
month. Jack Kearney and friends
climber Mt. Margaret, 666 feet,
behind Kaihees Inn reporting
four inches of powder snow, fine
scenery, and a good run back to
the car. Phil Hargreaves, George
Maxwell, and friends went up to
Commonwealth Basin, two miles
north of the Summit.
Meetings of the Ski Club for
women and men will be held
Wednesday and Thursday re-
spectively in the reading Room
at 12:30.
The possibility of a two or
three day stag at Paradise during
the Easter vacation is engaging
the attention of the club officers
who are endeavoring to make
satisfactory arrangements. All
students interested in such a trip
are asked to notify Joe Ditter
soon. Further information will ap-
pear as soon as obtained.
Ski Union
The Northwest Ski union to
be composed of colleges of the
Northwest is still in the process
of organization and no other com-
petition will be engaged until a
five man team has been selected
in an elimination tournament
from the twelve College skiers who
are in their second year or more of
experience.
Joe Russell and Jack Kearney
announce that they are the sole
proprietors of some eighty acres
of land at the Summit in the
midst of the ski areas and ski
club properties. There is a creek
running through the middle oi
the property one edge of which
fronts the highway. These enthu-
siastic skiers and promoters would
ike to see added interest in ski-
ing at the College express itself
in purchase of a choice piece of
the property. They will furnish
plans for a lodge of any size free.
—
Courtesy Seattle Times.
With a good eleven-point aver-
age per game under his belt,
PRANK WATSON leads ODea
Friday night In the second game
of the titular Prep series. ..Wat-
son is a senior.
NEWSCORING SVSTKM
O'Dea, Prep Squads
Meet Friday Night
For SecondTussle
By E. L. "Doc" Schweitzer
LeaveIt At That
By Western Union
The Basketball Manager
Seattle College.
Sorry varsity schedule completed for 1937.— Gonzaga University
News story from Spokesman-Review, Spokane,Feb. 11, 1937.;
Not content to let the basketball season ebb out with
the end of the month, Coach Claude McGrath is seeking
more contests for the Gonzaga varsity.
Eight games remain on the schedule, two of which
will be played on the local floor. Unless other games are
signed the season will finish with the House of David
game here oh February 28.
Italked with Cliff Olson,Pacific Lutheran college basket-
ball coach, the other day. Cliff got quite a laughout of my
efforts to schedule a game with the Gonzaga five. Here's
his exact words: "Ican't understand why a Catholic college,
and a sister school at that, should refuse to play the Seattle
College Maroons. Why, we're a Lutheran school and they
played us. Also Gonzaga is playing the House of David
ieam which is an out and out professional basketball club."
Cliff was still chuckling when he left me.
Gridders OnCourt?
lAt
last it comes to light. A football star rarely shines on
c basketball court
—
because he cannot relax properly.
A player must be tense for football but for the court sport
imust relax. Generally speaking a football star does not
ake a good basketball player.
It takes the football player too long to relax and break
»se. Underneath the hoop, where there is a lot of body
ntact, he is inclined to tighten up and soon fouls himself
Etht out of the ball game.
A larger percentage of football players in the Rocky
ountain conference play basketball than in almost any
nference in the country.
A school that ranks near the top nationally in basketball
irely has a football man in the lineup. An exception to
is is Ed Krause of Notre Dame, who made the All-Amer-
an football and basketball teams.
The biggest reason for football players' being Left out of
c basketball picture, of course, is that at many schools
■ills for a hard basketball campaign start early in the fan
id a football man doesn't have a chance to take part.
PersonalNomination
Santa Clara's sports editor is the best college sports writer
that we have ever read. He will go places, and his story on
Manny Gomez, Bronco star football player, is the finest
"write-up of the year. Ask your correspondent and he will
show it to you.
FittingMenioriam
When Seattle college has its new basketball pavilion erect-
ed at Broadway and EastMarion Street,no more appropriate
name could be given to the gymnasium than to call itSULLI-
VAN BASKETBALL COURT in memory and respect for
the iate Derm's Sullivan,S.J., who fathered athletic activity
at our school.
Our school is steeped in much tradition. No one except
those intimately associated with Father Sullivan realizes
what he meant in the way of spiritual guidance to the bas-
ketball team and its manager. He was close to the men.
He was a source of inspiration.
No more appropriate name could be found, and here is
one vote right "on the line" for SULLIVAN BASKETBALL
College Men
Defeated In
Wierd Battle
By Kd Schwelt/.er, Sports Kditor
ELLENSBURG, Wash.— ln the
wierdest basketball game ever
seen on this floor. Ellensburg
Normal school defeated Seattle
college, 38-20, before a packed
gymnasium of thrilled fans.
The College men jumped into
an early lead of two points by
virtue of gift tosses, but it was
short-lived as the stronger nor-
mal team commenced bombarding
the hoop and walked off the floor
at half time with the score 17-3
in tlieir favor.
No Goals
In the whole first half of the
game,Seattlecollege did not make
one field goal. Shot after shot
was rained at the hoop but the
Maroons from the western part
of the state did not connect once
in all their efforts.
This ■■ :i mi ■ normal school
team, which is considered the
equiil of Washingiton State col-
lege, northern division basket-
ball leaders, had much too
mvi. li in:iii|ifi\\<T to throw at
Hill Murphy's red charges.
As the second half started the
Seattleites came to life and poured
through two baskets in succession
to come within ten points of the
normal lads tutored by Leo Nickol-
son.
Freak Play
The home team soon picked up
the shreds where it left off and
forged ahead rapidly, never to be
headed throughout the whole
game.
A feature of the last half was
Joe Budnlck's heroic one-man
stand in s-tabbing through 11
]x>ints for tho College. Xot only
was Mother BudnJck's young
heir the hero, but he also fig-
ur<Ml in the freakiest play ever
seen by your correspondent.
Joe was tighting under the Se-
attle college hoop for possession
of the ball with I'ettit, flashy
normal forward.Budnick jerked
thebull fromPettit only to have
it careen through the hoop and
register n field goal for El-
lensburg.
A howling wind of blizzard-
like proportions, accompanied by
a large snowfall, did not help
a badly tired-out crew. An attempt
was made to change the date, but
during the basketball season it
is almost impossible to travel
through the eastern part of the
state without encountering treach-
erous roads and foul weather con-
ditions.
Girl Athletes
Win Events
At C.P.S.Play Day
WASHINGTON, D. C.
—
(ACP)—
-Col- E. A. Hickman, United
States Army, has offered a new
scoring method in football.
Col. Hickmaii suggests the
touchdown and field goal being
reduced from six to five and from
three points to two respectively.
The team would also lose a
point for fumbling and not recov-
ering or for each fifteen yard
penalty inflicted upon it.
Guys, Gals and Gargles
Here's a story that carries a
shade of the inimitable style of
Mark Helllnger. Lapis, a
successful Jewish quintet coach,
was extolling the qualities of a
certain new basketball "find" to
Steve O'Toolee, his Iri s s h press
agent.
"Vy, I'm tollink you,dis basket-
apple pleyer Ifund ees simpuly
vonderful. Say yo shud see dat
keed shoot. He dunks dat tomato
vif tho utmes tof ees. Und drls-
sle! (I mean droll-dribble.) He's
fuster dan a gazzelly. Boy, I'm
tollink you da keed ees great.
I'm "'wal-nuts' abut heem."
Then O'Toolle piped up and
queried: "Sure, and where is the
lad now, Lappy?"
"On da foorth strink," calmly
replied Dapis.
I»rop to Dump ODea?
Perry Torbergson, high school
sports writer for the P.-1., inac-
curately quoted me as saying
"that a win for the Prep Is in-
evitable," in a pre-game story be-
fore the first tussle with O'Dea.
My reputation as a sports prophet
(as Randy Hearst would say)
took a severe "panning." Every-
one knows ODea will beat the
Prep at Garrigan, and the Panth-
ers have a better than equal
chance at O'Dea. So right here,
put me down as saying the Prep
will shellac ODea Friday night
(much to Yin Dowd's delight). A
third tussle is inevitable.
When Bill Murphy was told
that Don Larson of the D. A. C.
collected 37 points in a melee with
the Doodle-Bugs last week, he
almost collapsed. But "Machine-
gun" Larson did, and whait's did
is did. The new league is a grand
opus, and should be followed by
all Interest in school activities.
The "Bench Bennies" should cop;
Dobler has a rugged team, and
the D. A. C. another contender?— well, we shall see.
I'mFlyingHigh!
Meet, ladies and gentlemen
(and the rest who should be) the
state's only flying basketball
mentor, Bill Murphy. Bill will fly
round trip from Portland during
the College's invasion of said
city's hoop teams, to play ball for
Alpine Dairy at the City playoffs.
It won't be the first time the beef-
ing mentor will be given the air—
ask Dick Munson.
Wlwt the Cat Drug In!
It isn't a confirmed fact, but
Frank Watson is lucratively eye-
ing the College as a place of fur-
ther matriculation.. , Hank Ivan-
clch and "Muzz" Piergrossi are
out to start a rasslin' class with
Prof. Max Gorman as chief in-
structor . . . Wally Carroll may
be a ram footballer at Fordham
ma thinks...For a good physical
education, plus spiritual and cul-
tural, Catholic parents of boys
betwixt the years 14 and 18,
couldn't find a better club for
their offspring than the Colum-
bia Squires.
Portland U., Mt. Angel,
Longview, Centralia
Are Opponents On Trip
Literally storming out of Se-
attle and ready to wreck havoc
with every opponent left on its
schedule, the Seattle college var-
sity squad will embark on a four-
game road trip tomorrow.
Thursday night the varsity
team will stay at the Lewis and
Clarke hotel in Centralia, and all
students are urged to wire the
team good luck and success.
The Maroons (Asst. sports edi-
tor Donohoe chimes in emphati-
cally, Clippers or Chiefs) will
encounter Centralia Junior col-
iege, Thursday. February 18.
Leave Friday Morning
The' team will be the dinner
guests of Eddie Fitzpatrick, Port-
land coach, after the Portland
game.
Bill Murphy's charges will em-
bark for Portland Friday morn-
ing, and will play the University
of Portland Friday night. The
Chiefs, Maroons, or Clippers will
make their headquarters at either
the New Heathman Hotel or the
Governor hotel for three days in
Portland.
Leaving Portland Sunday morn-
ing, the Maroons will see Gonzaga
and Mt. Angel play at St. Bene-
dict, Oregon.
The squad will return to Port-
land after the Gonzaga-Mt. Angel
game and stay in Portland Sunday
night. Early Monday afternoon the
College club Will leave for St.
Benedict, Oregon. An attempt is
being made to have the game with
Mt. Angel college at three o'clock
in the afternoon, and if this is
made possible* the Murphyites will
travel home the same night,arriv-
ing in Seattle at two or three
o'clock in the morning. It is like-
ly that the team may stay at Mt.
Angel Monday night and return
to Seattle Tuesday morning.
Condition Not Best
The squad has only bitter mem-
ories of the past and the work-
outs are zealously bitter, with
every man wanting to bring a
gleam of satisfaction in Coach
Murphy's eyes and a stroke of
delight and happiness in his heart.
Most of the members of the
squad are still suffering from
bad colds incurred on the El-
lensburg trip, and it is expected
that this will be a severe handi-
cap on the Maroon stalwarts as
they will be playing four games
in five days.
Hook Vindication
The whole basketball squad
made a solemn pledge among
themselves that they will vindi-
cate their poor showing against
Ellensburg Normal, and have
sworn to bring home "four in
five" for their coach and school.
Coach Bill Murphy will take
the same men on the Oregon road
trip as he took with him over to
Ellensburg: Captain Frank Tay-
lor, Bob Tobin, Herb Conyne,
Fred Conyne, Joe Budnick, Joe
Phillips, Johnny Downes, and
Don Sheehan, or Bob Masenga.
The team will be accompanied by
the basketball manager and
sports representative, Ed Schweit-
zer.
Lui Stars As Rangers
Blanket Maroons, 32-26
New Prep Coach
Gets Nomination
As "Man of the Year"
''Bennies" Top Intramural League;
Followed By "Cards" And D. A.C.
ODea Star
Having won their first three games, two of them from their near-
est opponents in the standing, the "Bench Bennies", a group of bench
warmers from the Maroon squad, seem way out in front for the
"hampionship of the intramural basketball league.
Yesterday the "Bennies" handily routed the previously undefeated
-♥Oonoh'oeA. C. and thus seem only
j hallenged by the "College Cards"I
'
over whom they barely eked out a
I'two point win early last week.
I'The "Cards" meanwhile have won
both their other games. The D
A. C., if they can ever get all their
team out at one time for a game.
which they haven't been able to
do of late, may yet come out on
top for they boast of a powerful
lineup.
TEAM .STANDINGS
Tuesday, February 10
Won Lost Perc.
Bench Bennies 3 0 1.000
College Cards 2 1 .666
Dehorn A. C 2 1 .666
Wreckers 1 1 -BBS
Doodle Bugs 1 2 .333
Bombers il 2 .333
Filipino A. C 0 3 .000
Though by comparative scores
the remaining teams seema little
outclassed by the three league
leaders, an occasional upset is
not only possible but probable. Of
these teams the "Walsh's Wreck-
ers" and the "Duffy Doodle Bugs"
look especially strong, while
"Brown's Bombers" and the "Fili-
pino A. C." appear destined to
battle out the cellar position be-
tween themselves.
Though extremely handicapped
under the basket because of their
short stature, the Filipinos are a
fast fighting aggregation who
with improved shooting and team-
work may turn out to be giant-
killers.
AIJ games, are played as the K."of C. gym between 12:00 and 3.00
in the afternoon.
The "Bennies" lineup consists
of Archibald, Fred Conyne, Sou-
vaine, Owens, and Simmons.
On the F. A. C. team are Fred
and Frank Quilantang, Manzano,
Amando, and Bainachia.
Representing the "Doodle
Bugs" areDuffy, Scade, McGinley,
Corrigan, Hurson, and Dowd.
The basketball "Bombers" are
Daigle, Davis, Ernsdorff, Brown,
Harmon, Johnson, and Mruphy.
The "Wreckers" boast of Mc-
Clellan, Walsh, Riley, McGrath,
and Hiltenbrand.
In the last Spectator will be
found the lineups of the other
teams.
As the first attempt at an In-
formal school league it had a hap-
hazard beginning, and conse-
quently no iron clad rules and
regulations were set down. Any-
thing can happen and it usually
does.
All these possibilities though
making the league informal, make
it all the more interesting.
Some players have played on
teams other than their own be-
cause of a shortage of players,
some have even permanently
changed tlieir allegiance- Hidden
basketball talent can yet be found
in the school which could turn
present standings awry. And
there is the chance
—
in fact it
has already happened
—
that ab-
sent members may so weaken a
team that it would beeasy prey to
an ordinarily inferior one.
GAME RESISTS
February 8-12
M.
—
D. A. C. 80; Doodle Bugs :J9.
T.
—
Benles 33; Cards 31.
Wreckers 34; Bombers 20.
\V.
—
D. A- C. 30; F. A. C. 9.
Th.
—
Cards 49; Doodle Bugs 21.
Bennies 40; Wreckers 29.
F.— Bombers 24; F. A. C. 23.
'
February 15-16
M
—
Cards 37;; F. A. C. 25.
T.
—
.Doodle Bugs 31; Bombers 19.
Bennies 38; D. A. C. 10.
Good basketball and a little
mayhem will mark the next
meeting of ODea and the
Prep Friday night on the ODea
floor. In a previous battle the
Irish emerged victorious in a
hard-fought tussle, 35 to 20.
But, since the last memorable
encounter, Seattle Prep has be-
come a vastly improved aggrega-
tion. The Panthers reached the
zenith of their season's play with
a decisive whitewashing over the
Bremerton Wildcats last week.
ODea high are also more than
holding their own since the last
"slaughter" at G-arrigan. Promi-
nent in their string of victories is
the win over Lakeside.
Neil McCluskey, public rela-
tions agent of ODea, announces
that the doors will swing open to
the public at 7 p. m.Both coaches,
Yin Dowd, of ODea, and Rev. Bar-
rett Corrigan, S. J., of Prep, are
confident of victory.
111 1 LACEY, Wash.
—
Blanking the
fist. Martin's college star, Dale
.Case, with 6 points, but over-
looking Ted Lvi, their former high
school teammate, Seattle college
p lost a thrilling basketboll frirture
I to the tune of 32 to 26.J Lvi, former ODea Star, poured, ;nine points through the hoop as
r the Rangers came from behind to
[grab a short half time lead of, !9-8.
The second half of the game was, j fast and furious with Freddie
> Conyne of the Maroons from Se-
attle in a starring role. Making
■ a desperate bid to overtake the
Rangers, young Conyne scored
nine points to tie Lvi for high
man honors. The officiating was'very poor.
With victory greeting them in
every event which they entered,
four Seattle college women sport-
sters displayed their various ath-
letic abilities at the College ofjPugot Sound Play Day, which was
jheld Friday and Saturday, Feb-
ruary 5 and 6. The girls who
competed were Frances Codiga,
Kathleen Vlelleux,Lois Dahlquist
and Julia Rasmussen.
The foursome was entertained
with a banquet on Friday evening'
at which they made the acquain-
tance of the representatives of six
other colleges.
In the competition on Saturday,
Julia Hasmussen and Frances
Codiga were adjudged as having
the best posture and were also
members of the winning Volley
Hall team. Lois Dahlquist and j
Kathleen Veilleux played with the
victorious Badmindton squad.
After the heat of the compe-
tion a luncheon was served. Later
that afternoon the girls, who ac-
cording to Coaehea Walterakir-
ohen and Vincent Dowdshowed a
true spirit of sportsmanship in
their victories, returned to Se-
iittle.
IndividualHoopStandings
The manager of the Seattle college basketball team has just re-
leased the following statistical average of each member of the
squad having participated In one or more games this season:
Note: G, games; FG, field goals; FT, free throws; PF, personal
fouls; TP, total points.
Taylor is the bad boy, having committed 23 personal fouls. Joe
Budnlok is the leading scorer with83 points or a littlebetter than
7 point!Igume. Bob Tobln leads the field in free throws with 19.
By E. L. S.
Somebody requested us to con-
duct a "Man of the Year" con-
test. After due deliberation, the
sports staff decided that there Is
only one man of the year around
Seattle college and the high school
■ department.
The man who we think is a
fitting choice works far into the
lnight correcting geometry prob-
lems after he coaches a team and
teachea class, besides carrying on
with his clerical work. Who is
he, you ask. He is the Rev. Bar-
rett Conigan, S. J., coach of the
Seattle Preparatory school basket-
ball team.
Mr. Corrigan is one young
scholastic who is close to the boys
and Iknow they'll go down fight-
ing for him. He is a credit to the
priesthood. He understands boys
|nd their problems, is always
ready to aid someone, and receives
the respect of all of us. Mr. Cor-
rigan will never know what it is
to have an enemy because overy-
body likes him with heart-felt
devotion.
From the Kit
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schools and organizations. Speak-
ers must be sent out to the clubs
with spirited talks building up the
play. Printers must be contacted
for programs and dodgers.
Technical Staff
Next we look at the prop mas-
ter and his assistants who have
to, for this show, obtain public
address systems, fog effects.
radio instrument panel boards,
eighteen flying uniforms, para-
chutes and technical equipment
for meteorologists besides four
typewritten pages ol other props.
After a brief review such as
has been given above Ihope that
the readers will realize how dif-
ficult and mammoth such an un-
dertaking as "Ceiling Zero" is
going to be.
Then there are technicians to
handle offstage effects such as
fog, plane crashes, sirens, beacon
lights and explosives, who are to
be as rigidly rehearsed as the
cast. Finally we have the costum-
ers and the makeup men who have
to make individual studies of each
character for a uniform result.
This powerful, moving, tragi-
comedy is the most pretentous
and spectacular offering ever at-
tempted by the Seattle College
Drama Guild in all its history. Al-
though the play may be an ar-
tistic success it is not of much
avail if it is not a financial suc-
cess for it is upon the financial
success of this show that the
future of dramatics of the College
depend.
Here'sMoreOf
Student Observer
Thomas Scanlon, Seattle Col-
lege student is going a long way
in Seattle politics. He has been
the accompanist to John J. Moran,
singing candidate for the city
council on the Irish baritone's
■ampaign tou/s. Mr. Moran is well
known at Seattle College for his
merest in the music department.
Mr. Moran was born in Balina,
County Mayo, Ireland, fifty years
ago and came to Seattle in 1911.
Since then he has been prominent
In the city with many of its or-
ganizations and institutions.
Mr. Moran has given generous-
ly of his time and talents to pro-
vide entertainment in nearly ev-
ery parish in the city. He reecntly
toured the state on a Social
Justice campaign for old age pen-
course
to say is, if science really wants
a supreme example of degration
of energy look me np when I fin-
ish this physics course.
If the teacher would practice
what he preaches about the angle
of repose, he would provide the
class with comfortable sprawling
lawn chairs.
Instead upright rigid lecture
chairs are provided which cause
on an average of three vicious
bumps a day; when unsuspecting
students are lulled to sleep by the
teachers words they slip from
their unscientific perches and land
on the floor.
Talk all you want about falling
bodies, here's one falling star
who thought he was pretty smart
until he tackled a college physics
Ihazard the opinion that very
[few who have gazed into the in-nocent, tranquil depths of my
brown eyes have put me down for
a potential murderer. Those who
know me
—
or think they do
—
would be more likely to say. "Die-
mert? Why, whatever else you
may say of him he's harmless
enough. I've seen him defend a
split infinitive With rather sur-
prising spirit, but he woudn't harm
a fly any more than would poor
tilde Toby." Even those who,
after one of my desperate atetnpts
at humor, have exclaimed, "Die-
mert, you'll slay me yet." have,
Ifear, said so with more of sar-
John J. Moran, .siii£;ng; council
candidate, who has Ix'cn accom-
panied on his campalgßl tours by
Thomas Scanlon, Seattle College
student. The Irish baritone is Well
known at Seattle College for his
interest in the music department.
Thomas Scanlon
is Accompanist
For John Moran
casm than of hearty conviction
Yet, maugre these touching tri-
butes of fellow students, Imust
venture contradiction. The hor-
rible truth is that since early
childhoodIhave nurtured a viper
in my bosom in the shape of a
homicidal complex. With terri-
fying conviction let me say that I
believe it was only a Christian
education, and resultant scruples,
that prevented my proving to the
world that the perfect crime is
no impossibility. With Macbeth,
Iwas forced to reflect that the
act doesn't "trammel up the con-
sequence." that "even handed
justice commends the ingredients
of our poisonedchalice to our own
lips."
Nevertheless, from a tender age
Ihad secretly plotted how to an-
nihilate our whole household
without casting suspicious upon
myself. Switch labels on some of
the bottles in the medicine cabi-
net, put a rattlesnake in one of
the beds, casually empty arsenic
on the sly into my father's morn-
ing coffee— possibilities were de-
lightfully numerous. Moreover, I
precociously reasoned, the police
In conclusion, let mo vindicate
myself so far as to say that my
homicidal predilections in no wise
contradict my good nature. Don't
mistake me
—
Iam not malicious.
Ilove my fellow creatures. Murder
r look upon with De Quincey as
strictly an 'ars gratia artis" pro-
position. Yes, "art for art's sake"
is my motto here.
One could write detective
stories oneself, irecall my first
murder mystery being composed
on a hospital bed, after Ihad my
tonsils and adenoids jerked. Sym-
bolically enough, my nostrils and
throat were besprinkled with
flakes of blood! At night Iwould
unbosom these frightful mysteries
as bedtime stories to my brother
and sister. With the natural pride
of a creator in his literary hom-
unculus, let me say that Rudolph
SlyfelloW, that sleuth nonpareil,
never failed.
However, don't imagine my
homicidal semi-mania was glutted
in a wholly passive manner. No
sir! There was one way of
slaughtering away to one's heart's
content without unsanitarily dab-
bling in actual blood.
But, as Isaid. Christian scruples
intervened. I had to statemy mor-
bid fancy on the gothic and de-
tective novel. How Iran amok in
the pages of Poe. Agatha Christie,
Conan Doyle, S. S. Van Dine. Ed-
gar Wallace, Earl Derr Biggers
—how lustily did Irevel in the
gory tales of Father Brown and
M. LeCos!
that Isee before me?" Iwould
cry out in the eery watches of
the night. Passing a lighted win-
dow after dark, wherein a family
group clustered about the hearth,
I remarked to myself how chil-
lshly simple it would be for me
to fire a couple murderous shots
through the window (having prev-
iously saved up for that fasclnat-
ng German Luger in the pawn-
shop window, of course).
wou d scarcely suspect a member
of the same family. In any case,
my youth .would belie by murder-
ous intent .. . "Is this a dagger
1Of 15 Students
Receive Aid
From NYA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
—
(ACP>— One out of every fifteen col-
lege students Is earning part of
his expenses through employ-
ment in the NYA program.
That is the claim of Aubrey
Williams, administrator of the
National Youth Administration.
The student aid program has ex-
panded to include 15.817 more
students and S4 more colleges
and universities, included in the
total of 124,818 students and
1,686 institutions.
Undergraduates make up the
bulk of the NYA list with 119,588
drawing monthly checks. Gradu-
ates- number 5,235. Of the $1,-
869,143 alloaction for student aid
last December, $1,770,533 was for
undergraduates and $98,610 for
graduates.
Williams stated that $309,49S
more was expended for NYA pro-
jects in December 193G than for
the same month of 1935.
Exactly 98 per cent of V. S. in-
stitutions are participating in the
student aid program, said Wil-
ilams. To ln> eligible the college
or university must be non-profit-
making and tax exempt. This em-
braces practically every degree-
granting institution in the coun-
try.
In regard to the fears expressed
at the time of the NYA's estab-
lishment in the summer of 1935
that it was "an opening wedge"
toward ultimate control of the
educational system, Williams de-
clared:
"Such years have been allayed
completely as the program has
developed. The NYA has not in-
terfered in any way whatever with
matters of curricula or admin-
istration, and the actual working
of the program in each institu-
tion has been left entirely in the
hands of the institution's own
authorities.
"The fact that approximately
!»8 per cent of the accredited col-
leges and universities In the coun-
try have adopted this program
as a means of assistance to tstud-
ents of limited means is adequate
testimony of its value."
(Continued from Page 2.)
converting the laboring man. If it
is necessary to stretch ethical
principles to the extent the Catho-
lic Worker is stretching them in
order to do such work, it would
be better to forsake the project.
It should not be necessary to mis-
represent the doctrines of th?
Church in order to gain converts.
To do so amounts to wilful de-
ception.
(Opinions expressedby Mr.
Smith in this column do not
necessarily reflect the policy
of The Spectator.
—
The Ed-
itor.)
By Catherine MrGrath
Since Washington's birthday is
so near at hand, it seems fitting
to recall a history of the memorial
erected to the Father of our coun-
try: the Washington monument.
Little do people today realize the
obstacles that were overcome in
the building of this great monu-
ment; for instance, the raising
of money by a house-to-house can-
vass. But the finished product
proves that it wass well worth all
the trouble. The shaft of the
mo&ument is in the shape of an
obelisk, which was suggested by
Washington himself Just before
his death. Sunday February 21,
we celebrate the fifty-second an-
niversary of the dedicationof the
monument.
Upon entering this massive
structure, the first thought that
strikes one's mind is: "Shall I
walk up or shall Itake the eleva-
tor?" Let us make the trip on
foot, up 897 steps, because in this
way so much more concerning the
monument is learned. Every ten
feet produces a landing on which
are between one and twelve mem-
orial stones from the 'different
states, from societies in numerous
cities, and even from foreign na-
tions. The 190-foot landing has
seven stones, all from foreign
countries. But this Is not the only
landing on which distant nations
are represented. The 310-foot
platform has one memorial stone,
and that is from the state of
Washington. It is the only re-
membrance from our state, the
one named in honor of the father
of our great democracy. From
the summit olie can see all over
Washington, all the public build-
ings and points of interest, and
the people 555 feet below look
like puppets coming on and off
i giant stage.
Now, let us descend via the
electrically operated elevator. In
approximately two minutes' time
the trip to the ground may be ac-
complished. So, in the Washing-
ton monument is seen a fitting
tribute to our first president,
George Washington.
In closing, Imust say that in
the hum of governmental routine
the people of Washington lose
sight of the wonders of their city.
They take the toil and hardship,
that went together to make the
'najlionf's capital, for granted;
whereas visitors view the build-
ings with awe and take in their
beauty. So Monday, on Washing-
ton's birthday, let us remember
what our early people thought of
Washington and try to imitate
their love and respect.
Feminine Sportsters
Coached In Athletics
Not to be outdone by masculine
sportsters, the girls in physical
training courses are enjoying an
active season. Coached by "Walt"
Waltersklrchen and Yin Do w d
the girls are being trained in bad-
minton and basketball.
Added to school competition,
the classes have received an invi-
tation from the College of Puget
Sound. Taooma. asking seven girls
of the class to be guests at a Play
Day to be held there on the ■week-
end of February 5 and (i.
To me the physics course is a
nightmare of definitions that de-
fine nothing definitely, equations
that aren't equal, problems that,
always stay problems, and experi-
ments that prove the book is
wrong.
We learn that you can push all
day at something and if it doesn't
move, you don't do any work. My
father must have taught physics,
he says exactly the same thing
when he sees me leaning against
the rake in the yard.
But enough of this distaste full
subject of work. Let me dogma-
tically state that Ihave grasped
only one fact during enrollment in
this class. From flashes of con-
sciousness when I wake up be-
tween siestas, Ihave determined
one thing: My head must have a
density of anywheres between two
million and infinity.
Ihave however left the effect
of my mind on the history of
physics. They say there is no per-
petual motion. Pah! I offer my
head for complete scientific exam-
ination to disprove this theory, for
I am sure it will never stop
whirling.
Iseem to have heard a lot aboul(
"mass," the mass of this and the*
mass of that. But if you ask me
it should be spelled with an "c"
not an "a".
The only thing I'm really pro-
ficient in, is efficiency In labra-
tory experience. Why its com-
monplace for me to range all the
way from 200 per cent to 500 per
cent efficiency, and here all the
time they have been telling me
100 per cent is the maximum.
Sometimes "I get so blamed
mad" over this stuff I'd like to
kill somebody, but what chance
have Igot when Ican't even kilo-
gram much less kilowatt.
Tlip whole idea seems to be
centered around that song, "Dyne-
B In (he state of acceleration, is
there anything finer, etc." Well,
Ican certainly think of a lot of
finer tilings. Can't you?
And does this course SQUasli
pet ideas! Why Ialways thought
kinetic energy was that extra-
ordinary energy relatives use to
keep asking for money.
Physics teaches about the de-
gnition of energy. Well all Ihave
ICandidate Sings
4
Washington's Day
Recalls History
Of Famous Mcnument
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"Ceiling Zero"
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By Jerry Diemert
Confessions Of A
Potential Murder
Though the singing received
special mention, some were of the
opinion that the untutored toot-
ing of the tuba was not particu-
larly inductive to the slumber of
the vicinity. Little grounds for
complaint were placed in the
rattling of Windows caused by a
On further questioning of the
policeman it was learned What
the principal objection seemed to
be the singing. As the officer put
it "Someone must have struck a
sour note." With that the arm of
the law politely waved out, and
the Mardi-Gras went or somewhat
subdued.
A hearty response of "Come
in," "Entrez," and "Veal" to a
knock on the door of the girl's
house last Tuesday night produced
a silver star on a background of
blue. which clothed a stately
gentleman who said without fur-
ther introduction, "I'm sorry, but
you will have to quiet down this
party. There has been a com-
plaint to the police department
of the noise."
Police Halt MardiGras Merrymaking
As Neighbors Complain of Sour Notes
troupe of tapsters. But more seri-
ously was considered the roaring
oT transport motors and the
gcro&BM of frightened passengers
as the. boys and girls went in
turns for rides in an airplane
piloted by Glen Hagen,John Prou-
ty and Jarch in the manner of the
well-known party game.
While one group franged about
the round table played at 'rum-
my', Bill Marx ruled the ping
pong table, humbling all challenge
ers and remaining undefeated all
evening. Others in the main par-
lor "swung" to the melodious
rythm of Paul Pendarvis (via'
radio). But all other activities
ceased as refreshments were
passed around in the form of tasty
cookies and tea a la Burman. The
girls in charge of the Mardi-Gras
felt that it afforded everyone to
"hlow off excess steam" and get
In the right spirit for Lent. Mrs.
Prouty, supervisor of the house, |
who was present throughout the
affair, saw no cause of complaint
in the jubilant celebration.
Dreamy Science Student Comments
On Teachings Of Physics Course
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Catholic Literature
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Herbert Marshall says:""
♥♥a light smoke is a joy
A* aA aA A.))y^^-gp^K ro iKit* imt^oitli
// JF 'Wk \\ "Before 1came over to this country
And what'smore
—
Isoondiscovered
N^ ~^H Ws&tiSto^ Wrf FAMOUSRKO RADIO PICTURES' STAR
*— — -— t00*o>^ //*"-v t *'%\
iiindependent survey was made recently JS^^WMMm«^\
among professional men and women — lawyers, Mm/p^
■ **t*ijqk
doctors,lecturers,scientists,etc.Of those who said jm^^^^^^^mm " iw
they smoke cigarettes, 87% stated they personally jff 4^s*stifcr Km
Mr. Marshall verifies the wisdom of this pref- M^P^r^ttttt^mm Wr
erence, and sodoother leadingartists of the radio, M WJm^bg^^k§' W
stage, screen, and opera. Their voices are their % * mr
fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke yIP W
Luckies. You,too,canhave the throat protection ~/ \lir
of Luckies— a light smoke, free of certain harsh
"^
irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's the finest tobaccos-
Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat! "the creamof thecrop"
A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted"-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION— AGAINST COUGH
